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Chorus: 
It's the murder... kill 
One lady said an hour ago nigger if we're doing it for
the real, 
We stay... the devil at your front door! 
Trim, we protect from your... 
To stay hard core homicide. 
Stay on track to violence, 
I know my nigger is ready to... 
One lady said an hour ago... to a nigger getting killed! 

Welcome to my little... make trees go timber? 
Expendables start... 
I kill a sheep and the shepherd, I'm a wolf slayer! 
I'm... fuck boys... 
And make the... on this... look dead! 
I make a movie like an actor with... 
That good kid... provisions like some good... 
I take a nigger head off, like a hot mascot 
Growing some apricot, cutting... 
My... game... crib looking like camelot, 

Chorus: 
It's the murder... kill 
One lady said an hour ago nigger if we're doing it for
the real, 
We stay... the devil at your front door! 
Trim, we protect from your... 
To stay hard core homicide. 
Stay on track to violence, 
I know my nigger is ready to... 
One lady said an hour ago... to a nigger getting killed! 

Nigger getting killed! 
... I'm the best! 
... mother fucker I'm the... 
Real blood stain... like princeton... 
Nigger, I'm on the ground like an old stripper, 
Ain't no room full of virgins and fat niggers! 
I'm with the... 
My niggers go... 
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Big monsters, psychos, flood the toilets, don't shit on
the seat... ! 
Blow drown, no... 
But a fat white bitch is on the couch... 
... niggers in new york living, 
Frail little niggers got guns from the kitchen 
My homies left behind always feel worse, 
I press 3 and... the call! 

Chorus: 
It's the murder... kill 
One lady said an hour ago nigger if we're doing it for
the real, 
We stay... the devil at your front door! 
Trim, we protect from your... 
To stay hard core homicide. 
Stay on track to violence, 
I know my nigger is ready to... 
One lady said an hour ago... to a nigger getting killed!
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